The purpose of this article is to provide the reader with an historical perspective, and an overview of the methodology and findings in the area of Forced Use, Constraint Induced Movement therapy research; and to present implications for clinical practice.

The forced use paradigm is defined as the employing of management strategies designed to engage the client in activities that disallow over compensation with the non/less involved body segments while forcing the utilization of the more involved segments. As a theoretical construct the forced use paradigm has been operationalized into therapeutic interventions to force the central nervous system (CNS) to optimize the potential for reorganization/neural plasticity and overcome learned non-use through situations of massed and controlled practice.

Forced Use as a concept has been applied to management strategies historically in Behavioral Science and also in the Bobath Approach. As early as 1917 Geoffrey Ogden and Shepard Franz published the results of research in an animal study demonstrating the potential for recovery of motor control through forced use. Research in Forced Use as a viable method for reinstating motor control has continued to be explored by many scientists particularly in the last decade. The continuing research is being done by: S. Wolf, E. Taub, H. Hummelsheim, B. Kopp, A. Kunkel, W. Miltner, R. Nudo, Merznich, Leipert.

Berta Bobath also utilized the concept of forced use as a management strategy. In her handling strategies for Adult Hemiplegia, Mrs. Bobath created conditions, which forced the client to use the more involved body segments in functional movement. Some examples of these strategies included transfers toward the involved side, a starting alignment with the involved foot behind the less involved foot for the transitional movement of sitting to standing, as well as utilizing higher surfaces with the involved foot on the floor and the less involved lower extremity supported on a surface so the client had no option for utilizing this side for support. In general the Bobath approach included management strategies disallowing overcompensation thus preventing the phenomenon commonly described by researchers as 'learned non-use.'

The current research in neuroscience lends support
Simultaneously the upper extremities are involved in the role of balance as the client steps from the floor to a footstool with the less involved lower extremity.

It is important at this point that a clear distinction be made between the two ways that Forced Use can be employed as a management strategy. Currently the research has employed Constraint Induced methodology to overcome the effects of learned non-use and ensure the experience of massed practice for activating spared neural mechanisms. In these conditions of practice the non-involved hand and wrist is restrained by a mitt or in other circumstances of practice the entire upper extremity is restrained including the elbow and shoulder. Stringent criteria have been constructed for inclusion in this program.

In the EXCITE(Extremity Constraint Induced Therapy Evaluation) research that is being conducted in the United States, the clients are divided into two populations. In first category (1st Quartile) the clients must be capable of raising the involved upper extremity to 90 degrees, extend the wrist 20 degrees, and move all finger joints ten degrees. For inclusion in the second category (2nd quartile) the client must be capable of moving the shoulder into 90 degrees of elevation, ten degrees of wrist extension and ten degrees of abduction of the thumb and at least ten degrees of extension of at least two additional fingers. The clients in the first quartile group participate in Constraint Induced movement therapy for two weeks, for 90% of their waking hours. The clients in the second quartile participate for a three-week period.

Based on this criterion the majority of clients with Hemiplegia are excluded from participation in
these studies. To meet the needs of these clients and exploit the potential for recovery of function it becomes clear that clinical forced use management strategies would be necessary in order to access neural mechanisms leading to the recovery of motor control. These kinds of management strategies could potentially be used immediately after onset of a lesion to access the mechanisms involved in reinstating activation of skeletal muscle. If begun early development of compensatory strategies and the resulting "learned non-use" may be unnecessary. It becomes clear that while the goal of these two strategies for forced use is identical the types of intervention are very different. Training of the client would involve handling by skilled professionals to create situations of motor activity preparing the client to make more appropriate movement selections in function. This would involve intervention in which all of the body segments are considered and controlled simultaneously. Both of these conditions of practice require a great deal of motivation on the part of the client, and in both cases the experience of continued and repeated success is a factor in the intensity of motivation. Presently in the Constraint Method the client solves the movement problem alone with the more affected body segment, in this case the involved upper extremity. The selected movement strategy may not be energy efficient or visually pleasing initially but over time with continued practice the movements are characterized by more typical motor parameters.

Pictures number three and four: In this example a forced use paradigm is incorporated into the functional activity of sawing wood. The client is biased to the involved side through increased loading of the body weight over the involved lower extremity. The involved upper extremity is utilized in weight bearing to stabilize the wood. Sawing against resistance with the less involved arm promotes both increased stability in the involved shoulder girdle and a push into extension distally with the involved upper extremity. This activity generally creates conditions that enhance inter-limb dynamics between the two sides and promotes more active automatic movement in the involved limbs.
Forced Use Progressions and Handling Strategies
The following management strategies have been developed for the utilization of forced use progressions in the treatment of adult Hemiplegia. These strategies include creating practice conditions involving closed chain (weight bearing) activities for improved synergistic organization, strength, and endurance in the more involved upper and lower extremity segments. Under these conditions somato-sensory feedback is enhanced for graded force parameters in skeletal muscle by establishing the potential for accessing spared neural networks, which may be recruited in more intense conditions of stimulation. The less involved side is placed at a disadvantage for use as the primary base of support in relation to the body mass. In addition there is an emphasis on open chain (non-weight bearing) movements of the less involved extremities. Under these conditions the client is forced to utilize skeletal muscle control in the more involved extremities.

The following activities are examples of strategies, which have evolved from what we have learned from the Bobaths, and from the evidence supporting motor recovery in Forced Use Research. The following pictures illustrate two examples in which forced use is incorporated into management as a preparation for meeting the demands of a functional goal. The last two pictures illustrate how forced use can be utilized in the practice of the functional goal itself.

In conclusion there are a number of theoretical as well ethical issues to be considered. This is a critical time in health care and it seems essential that integrating forced use progressions into therapeutic intervention has the potential to be beneficial to a broad spectrum of clients including those with little or no functional ability in the involved body segments. Inclusion of clients in the acute stages of recovery could result in faster more complete reinstatement of motor control, while at the same time eliminating the degree of overcompensation and resultant learned non-use.

Historically in early intervention the emphasis on the part of the health care professional and the client has been in the utilization of strategies emphasizing compensatory behaviors. It is possible that the choice of forced use in clinical management could eliminate the lack of recovery. Another way of viewing the integration of forced use interventions is the possibility of bringing the clients within the functional levels required in the upper extremity for Constraint Induced movement therapy research. Acceptance into the research protocol affords the client the experience of the massed practice conditions leading to further recovery in the arm. The focus of both of these approaches is directed toward affording clients the possibility of practice in the context of functional activities as opposed to exercises remote from function. The focus is entirely on the acquisition of function through multiple varieties of massed practice. The role of Forced Use as a management strategy in research has historically had a profound impact on reorganization in the central nervous system leading to the recovery of motor control. What has been presented here is an overview of a methodology that provides the trained specialist with information that can be useful in constructing therapeutic interventions leading to more complete recovery. What has been achieved in animal research needs to be recognized as having efficacy in recovery in humans.
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